lovely dream was shattered. She asked too high a price for herself: a
price he had not the means to pay; and obstinately she refused to
recognize it.
In passion he demanded of the gods to know why he had met her.
The answer came with a tinge of cynicism. So that he might be spared
for the three tasks before him: to pull down the House of Doria, and
so win honour; to write The Liguriad, and so achieve immortality; to
drive the Infidel from the Mediterranean Sea, and so come by treasure
in Heaven, Thus Monna Gianna would have served Fate's purpose in
his life.
He laughed at the irony, laughed aloud until the laughter cracked
on a sob.
XL   PROCJDA
he did not see her again before he went. But at the moment of
departure on the morrow, when Ambrogio led him to the garden gate,
on which the red cross still warned the world to-keep its distance, he
gave the old servant a note for his mistress. It contained his Twent ieth
Sonnet, the Farewell to Joy, which opens;
Amando men\ Vonor saria men* caro
Lovelace may or may not have known it. Through the Farewell to
Lucasta, however, runs no such deep note of hopelessness as in
Prospero's sonnet, and none of the bitterness of his last line, equivalent
to: "Take thou these last few pearls mine art has strung."
Together with that written scrap he pressed five gold ducats into
Ambrogio^s hand before mounting the horse the old man had
procured him.
He rode away, leaving his heart behind him, and carrying with him
in exchange a deeper rancour against the House of Doria, for he
added his present heart-break to the reckoning it must one day be
called upon to pay.
Where Monna Gianna was concerned, however, there came to him
as he rode a change of mind, an understanding that the barrier she had
raised she would not have raised had she not been what she was, the
adorable woman of his adoration; and since it went to establish the
virtue, the rectitude and the sweetness of which her nature was com-
pounded, he must account it proper that she should have raised it.
He journeyed without adventures, and came through the drizzle of
an August evening into Florence and to the poor house on Lung* Arno
where his mother dwelt on the charity of the Strozzi and in a state
scarcely befitting a daughter of that proud patrician house.
She gave him a tenderly effusive welcome. She had been awaiting
him for weeks, she said. Alfonso of Avalos had had the thought to
write to her from Lend to tell her of her son's escape. But as time
passed she had grown anxious for his safety. After that, as the excite-

